Insurers of musical instruments.
Endorsed NFA insurer.

World’s most exclusive marketplace for
flutes, specializing in new and preowned handmade flutes.

Renowned maker of Brannen-Cooper®
flutes, headjoints and Lafin headjoints.

Expert flute repair and a great
selection of the best flutes in the
industry.

Custom flutes and piccolos crafted in
the USA under the expertise of worldrenowned flutemaker Lillian Burkart.

Custom-made flutes, tried and tested by
professionals in orchestral and solo
settings. Artist:flutemaker direct
collaboration.

Floot Fire New York is a week-long
flute workshop in the heart of
Manhattan dedicated to educating and
inspiring young flutists in grades 6-12.

Representing the finest new and used
flutes, piccolos, and harmony flutes as
well as music and accessories, FPS
also offers outstanding repair service.

Gemeinhardt flutes & piccolos, Roy
Seaman piccolos, Nuboo design flute
bags & supporting partner of First
Flute with Sir James Galway.

The Wm. S. Haynes Co., founded in
1888, manufactures high quality flutes
in a variety of precious metals.

Quality hand-crafted professional level
flutes, headjoints, and Minis. Custom
made, enabling freedom of expression
to every flutist’s voice.

Maker of fine piccolos
Flute & piccolo manufacturing

Allison Kiger Music is an authorized
dealer of lefreQue original Dutch
sound solutions for all wind
instruments. New York City
representative for Emanuel Flutes.

Maker of precious metal Kingma
System and regular C flutes

Instruments, rentals, lessons, repairs,
accessories, print music, and more

Weissman Music—a truly unique and
personalized experience.

The Winter Harbor Music Festival
brings together amateurs and students
in performance with world-class
musicians, including founding member
Carol Wincenc, in beautiful Downeast
coastal Maine.

Handmade flutes, harmony flutes, and
headjoints with innovative technology
and vintage inspiration

Professional flute repairs and sales;
trained by Brannen Brothers and
Sankyo Flutes
Corporate, not-for-profit, copyright/
trademark, real estate, and trust &
estate legal services

The Flute Loft is an authorized dealer
of DiZhao flutes and Bernhard
Hammig flutes, headjoints, and crowns.
Flute education & career-related
consulting and management

Serving flutists with expert guaranteed
repairs and sales of fine flutes,
piccolos, and headjoints

Expert care for flutes, piccolos, altos,
Mancke headjoints, and sale of used
flutes, piccolos, and headjoints;
NYC and Yonkers locations

